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HIGH-GAIN FREE ELECTRON LASERS AS GENERATORS 
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Claudio Pellegrini 
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ABSTRACT 

LBL-21562 

The development of coherent radiation in high-gain free electron 
lasers, either from initial noise or from low-power input radiation, 
is analyzed in terms of three-dimensional Maxwe1l-Klimontovich equa
tions. Exponential growth and saturation, transverse radiation pro
files, transverse coherence and spectral features are discussed: Two 
possible systems of high-gain free electron lasers, one based on a 
storage ring and by-pass, another based on a linac and damping ring, 
are considered for the generation of 400 1 radiation~ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

High-gain free electron lasers (FELs) are potentially important 
as generators of intense, coherent radiation at wavelengths shorter 
than 1000 A,l a region difficult for atomic lasers. Two modes of 
operations are possible: In the amplifier mode; coherent input radia
tion, if available at the desired wavelengths, .is amplified to high 
intensity. In the so-called self-amplified spontaneous emission 
(SASE) mode, the noise present in the beam is self-amplified to pro
duce high-power coherent radiation. The high-gain FELs thus eliminate 
the need for the optical cavities required by F£L oscillators. High
gain FELs will deliver higher peak power with lower repetition rate, 
and thus complementary to FEL oscillators. At microwave wavelengths, 
the principle of the high-gain FELs has been tested experimentally at 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.2 In this paper, we discuss 
general characteristics of high-gain FELs, in particular the proper
ties of SASE. We also evaluate possible high-gain FEL systems as 
sources of short wavelength coherent radiation. 

*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, 
Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, High Energy Physics Divi
sion, U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098, 
and, in part, under Brookhaven National Laboratory D6E Contract No. 
DE-AC02-76CH00016. 



The noise in the electron current is due to the discreteness of 
electrons. The radiation generated by the noise current in undula
tors, familiar as the undulator radiation in synchrotron radiation 
research,3 is analogous to the spontaneous emission in atomic systems. 
The name SASE derives from this analogy. The characteristics of the 
undulator radiation is well understood. Due to the self-reinforcing 
nature of the amplification process, the characteristics of SASE are 
expected to differ from those of undulator radiation. 

In section (II), we give an outline of a consistent three
dimensional analysis of the high-gain process. The characteristics of 
high-gain FELs derived from this analysis are summarized in the fol
lowing two sections, in section (III) transverse characteristics and 
intensity characteristics 'in section (IV). Section (V) discusses a 
high-gain FEL for 400 A based on an electron storage ring and bypass. 
In section (VI), an alternative system based on a linac and a damping 
ring is considered. 

II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

The high-fain behavior of FEL amplifier in one-dimensional theory 
is well-known. Imtortant aspects of SASE have been derived from 
intuitive analysis. Recently, a one-dimensional theory of SASE was 
developed based on the coupled Maxwell-Klimontovich equations. S The 
theory was further extended to include three-dimensional effects,6 
which are important for a correct understanding of high-gain proper
ties. Here we give an outline of the analysis given in Ref. (6). 

We choose z, the distance from the undulator entrance, as the 
independent variable. The transverse coordinates are given by a two
dimensional vector x. The dynamical variables describing the electron 
motion are the phase e and the relative energy deviation~. Here e 
is roughly the electron coordinates with respect to beam center in 
unit of Al/2~ where Al is the radiation wavelength. These variables 
satisfy the well-known pendulum equations. 7 

To properly analyze SASE, it is important ·to account for the 
discreteness of the electrons. This is achieved by utilizing the Kli
montovich distribution function, f,B which is a sum of two parts, the 
smooth background f and the part containing the high frequency fluc
tuations and modulations, f. The continuity equation for f can like
wise be separated into two equations: An equation describing the 
response of the h~gh-frequency part f to the radiation field, and an 
equation describing the slow, nonlinear evolution of the backgrcound 
distribution f .. 

The radiation field is represented by a complex amplitude 
a(v,x;z), which is the slowly varying part of the full amplitude. v 
is the normalized frequency w/wl. where wl is the resonance frequency 
given by 2cku~02/(l + K2/2). Here ~o is the average beam energy in 
units of mc 2 (m - electron mass, c - velocity of light), ku - 2n/Au , 
Au is the undulator period length, and K is the magnetic deflection 
parameter. 3 The wavelength and wave number corresponding to the fre
quency wl are denoted by Al and kl' respectively. It ~s a good 
approximation to assume that v is close to an odd integer, which in 
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the following is taken to be 21 + 1. Thus, ~v = v-21-l is a small 
quantity. The amplitude satisfies the three-dimensional Maxwell's 
equation, in which the source term is specified by f. 

The continuity equation for f and the Maxwell's_equation form a 
coupled set. Replacing the slowly varying function f by its initial 
value at z =0, these equations become linearg and can be solved expli
citly by the method developed by Van Kampen. The result for the 
radiation amplitude in the high-gain limit is 

-2iJ,Lkpz 
u 

a(v,x;z) _ A(x) e 
J d

2
y A(y) (l+U(y)dZ(J,L)/dJ,L) 

A(y) a(v,y;O) - i K. L 
i 

e 
iB.v 

1 

J,L + Vf']./p 
1 

( 1) 

Here, the summation over 1 1S over all electrons, K. = e 1 
K /8~211''''' € C k p, € vacuum dielectric consant, K1 = (-1)- K [JJ], 
[3J] is aOshgrth~nd e~pression involving the difference of two 
Bessel's functions, 

The mode function A and the complex number J,L are, respectively, the 
eigenfunction and the eigenvalue of 

+ U(x) Z(P)] A(x) o 

(2) 

(3) 

The functions V and U are, respectively, the initial electron distri
bution in momentum and in transverse coordinates x (normalization: 
J df']V(f']) - 1, U(O) - 1). The dimensionless parameter p in the above 
plays an important role in characterizing the "high-gain behavior and 
is defined byl 

2 2 ]1/3 n e K1 . 

322 ..., k mc € 
o u 0 

(4) 

Here n is the line density of elect2ons, u
A 

is the cross-sectional 
area of the electron beam, u

A 
- J d x U(x). Equation (3) is essen

tially that derived and stud1ed earlier"by Moore,lO except that the 
effects of momentum spread are included. In one dimension it becomes 
the dispersion relation studied by several authors. 4 There are, in 
general, a discrete set of complex eigenvalues, as well as a continuum 
of real ones. However, the behavior in the high gain limit is 
governed by eigenvalue J,L with the largest positive imaginary part. In 
Eq. (1), the term containing the input amplitude a(;O) describes 
amplifier mode and represents the solution of the initial-value 
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problem in three-dimensional 'FEL amplification,lO The term containing 
the initial electron phases eieiV gives gives SASE, 

The above results are valid when all electron trajectories are 
parallel. Taking into account electrons' angular spread, the eigen
value equation becomes more complicated. 6 Although the new eigenvalue 
equation has not been studied in detail, the basic conclusions of this 
paper, which depend mainly on the fact that there exists an eigenvalue 
with a positive imaginary part and the associated mode function, will 
not change upon this generalization. 

III. TRANSVERSE CHARACTERISTICS 

The transverse characteristics of radiation from a high-gain FEL 
is determined from the structure of Eq. (1). Since the radiation 
amplitude is specified completely by a single mode function A(x), it 
follows that the radiation in high gain FEL is guided, as discussed 
recently.lO,ll The guiding phenomena is important in maintaining 
high-gain amplification in long undulators; otherwise, the spread of 
radiation by diffraction would decrease the gain. 

It also follows from the explicit form of the solution that the 
radiation is fully coherent transversely,' both in the SASE mode and in 
the amplifier mode. This result is somewhat surprising for SASE, in 
comparison with the coherence property of undulator radiation. The 
latter is, in general, partially coherent transversely, the degree of 
coherence being determined by the ratio of electron beam phase space 
area, called the emittance, to the radiation phase-space area. 12 

The optimum amt-,lifier configuration is obtained when the input 
radiation amplitude is the complex conjugate of the output mode func
tion A(x). This means in particular that the curvature of the input 
phase front is of the same magnitude as that of the output but of 
opposite sign. 13 The symmetry in the phase front geometry is somewhat 
surprising in view of the extreme asymmetry in the intensity levels. 

IV. INTENSITY CHARACTERISTICS 

The power in the radiation is proportional to the ensemble aver
age of lal 2 . The interference between the terms representing SASE and 
the radiation produced in the amplifier mode clearly vanishes, and the 
ensemble average of the SASE term can readily be performed assuming 
that electrons are not correlated initially. The intensity growth and 
the spectral charpcteristics are determined mainly by the imaginary 
part Ji.Iof Ji.. In this way, one obtains' the power spectrum, 

dP r . [dP P Eo] 
dw - e S(~w/wm) gA (dw)o + gs 2n (5) 

where r - 8 nJi.ImpN, Ji.~ - the maximum the value of Ji.I as a function of 
~v, ~w - w - wm' Wm - the frequency at maximum growth, _Sex) = exp 
(-x2/2G~2), and gA and gs are quantities of order unity. The first 
term in Eq, (5) gives the power spectrum for an FEL operating in the 
amplifier mode, and one finds the growth of the input power spectrum 
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(dP/dw)o to be exponential. The power spectrum for SASE is given by 
the second term, which exhibits the same exponential growth, with the 
input replaced by the effective noise power spectrum 

p E 
o 

2n 
(6) 

where Eo is the average beam energy. The function S describes the 
frequency dependence of the gain for coherent amplification, as well 
as the spectral shape of the SASE radiation. In one dimension, for 
zero momentum spread, one obtains gA = gS = 1/9 and the bandwidth 

. ~ 

a 6. = (9p/27r .f3 N) (7) 

For momentum spread much larger than p, the eigenvalue ~ is real and 
there is no exponential growth. Therefore, for exponential growth to 
occur, 

aSp 
'1 

(8) 

where a is the relative momentum spread in the electron beam. The 
total SXSE power, obtained by integrating over the frequency, is 

where Pbeam is the kinetic power in_ijhe beam (equal to EoI/e, where 
I = beam current) and N..ec - nA l (27r) /a6. is the number of electrons in 
one coherence length. 

The slow variation of E with respect to z is determined by a pro
cedure known as the quasi-linear approximation in plasma physics. 14 
From the resulting nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation, one finds that 
the average value of '1 must decrease so as to conserve the total 
energy of the radiation-beam ~yste2. In addition the rms spread of '1, 
a'1' is found to increase as a ~ p g eT/N..e. Since the growth rate 
becomes negligible when a »'1p , theSexpongntial growth will stop when 
the factor gse T becomes aBout N..ec. lS In view of Eq. (9) the power at 
saturation becomes. 

The saturation occurs when 
sidered here this becomes l 

" 

P - p P sat beam 
m 

pN ~ In(N..ec/gs)/87r~I. 

N lip 

(10) 

For parameters con-

( 11) 

In view of Eq. (7), the bandwidth at saturation is w/6.w - N, which is 
the same as the bandwidth of the spontaneous radiation from an undula
tor with the same N. The crucial importance of the parameter p in 
determining high-gain behavior should be clear by now: It enters into 
the growth rate [Eq. (S)], the condition for efficiency [Eq. (8)], the 
effective noise power [Eq. (6)], the bandwidth [Eq. (7)], the satura
tion condition [Eq. (11)], and the saturated power [Eq. (10)]. 
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Figure 1 shows data from the microwave FEL experiment at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory.2 For this experiment, the one
dimensional theory is appropriate, and the growth rate is calculated 
to be 42.1 dB/m. The observed growth rate was 35 dB/m; the 
discrepancy may be due to space-charge effects. Taking the observed 
growth rate and computing the coefficient in Eq. (9), one obtains the 
dotted line in Fig. 1. The agreement is encouraging. 

V. A HIGH-GAIN FEL ON A BY-PASS OF A STORAGE RING 

Modern storage rings provide the high-density electron beams 
required for high-gain FEL operation. For efficient interaction, the 
undulator must be long and have a narrow gap. Such a device, if 
placed in a normal section of a storage ring, would severely limit the 
acceptance of the ring and thus reduce the beam lifetime due to 
scattering with the residual gas. Moreover, the interaction of the 
beam with an FEL undulator is disruptive to the beam itself in terms 
of energy loss and increased momentum spread. To avoid these prob
lems, the undulator can be placed in a special by-pass section,16 as 
shown schematically in Fig. 2. The electron beam normally circulates 
in the storage ring without passing through the FEL undulator. Once 
every damping time, the beam is directed into the by-pass section, 
where the interaction with the undulator takes place, generating 
intense, coherent radiation. As the beam leaves the undulator, it is 
deflected back into the storage ring, where synchrotron radiation 
damping reduces the induced energy spread. Af~er one damping time, 
the beam is ready to be injected into the by-pass again. 

To relate the parameter p to the electron.beam and storage ring 
parameters, we assume that the electron ,beams in the undulator are 
focused with the effective ~ nction given by 

>'u 'Yo 
~x .,. ~y - ---;r-y 

Equation (4) can then be written as follows: 17 

. 1/3 

[

Ire K3 [JJ)2 >'1 Ip 1 
p - 1611' ec 2(1 + K2/2) 'Y~ Jfxf

y 

(12) 

(13 ) 

Here, we assume operation at the fundamental harmonic, .e = 1. In the 
above, r is the~classical electron radius, I is the peak current, 
and f a~d f are, respectively, the electronPemittances in the hor-
izont~l and the vertical directions. . 

Equation (13) gives the general criteria for design 
The peak current should be large, the emittances small. 
energy is preferable for a given wavelength >'1' Also, a 
preferred, leading to an undulator of small magnet gap. 

optimization. 
Low electron 
large K is 

A feasibility study of a storage ring for a high gain FEL opera
tion at 400 A was recently carried out at Lawrence Berkeley Labora
tory.18 Important aspects of storage ring issues, such as ·coll.ective 
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instabilities and lattice optimization, by-pass considerations, and 
operational requirements were studied. The general conclusions were 
that the high beam quality demanded for these high-gain FEL can be 
achieved with presently available accelerator technology. Among five 
different storage rings considered, one with a circumference of 144 m, 
based on the combined-function lattice, looks most promising. Running 

"at 750 MeV, the horizontal emittance is 1 x 10-8 m-rad, with a peak 
current of 200 A and a momentum spread of 0.2%. The undulator in the 
by-pass is of the permanent magnet-steel hybrid type,19 20 m in 
length, and has a period of 2.29 cm with a 3-mm magnet gap. Such a 
system will produce tens of megawatts of 400 A radiation, fully 
coherent transversely, with about a 0.1% relative bandwidth. The 
radiation is generated in pulses about 100 ps in duration with a 
repetition rate of about 20 Hz. 

VI. HIGH-GAIN FELS BASED ON LINACS 

Linacs are more compact than storage rings. However, the emit
tances and energy spread of electron beams in linacs tend to be larger 
than those in storage rings. The drawback is removed if the electron 
beams from a linac are routed to a damping ring, which is basically a 
compact storage ring whose sole function is to decrease the beam emit
tances and the energy spread by radiation damping. A system consist
ing of a linac, a damping ring, and a long undulator offers another 
approach to a high-gain FEL. Such a system is currently being studied 
at Brookhaven National Laboratory. "A 750-MeV linac has a total length 
about 50 to 60 m, which is also about the circumference of the damping 
ring. 
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Figure 1. Data from Ref. 2 (courtesy of T. Orzechowski) compared 
with the prediction. 
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of a storage ring with a bypass for a 
high-gain FEL. 
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